
Lec 12

- Midterm on Wed
- Review session
- One sheet of note allowed

# Elementary Matrick

18:00 - 19:30

is matrix you get by doing one elementary now operation.
Ex. o1 a?

1 0 o 0-3. 2

What hoppers when we mid some wali's with an elev matrix?

the spention that in

* Notice we can aways undo dem. matrix. But then.
E, (E.A) = A " EXE, = I » E== E;!

So all dem. matrix invertible and their inverse is elem. matrix
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Theorem:
(

Let Anen. Then the following are equivalent (TFAR)(a) Al exists
(b) Ax=b has unique schition UbER"thetrivial schation

C 'fundamental theorem of invertible matrix"

ie. either all true
vor all false

ic) Ax=o has only
(dy Reduced row echelon form of A is In

(e) A is a product of elem. matrices

instead o proviva
we can prove This:

*= A'b is unique solution.
sohrtion . But notice x=Ö is

Aready proven. In short
ÔEtR". So Ax=ö unigne

a solution, so *=% is the uniqhe schution
Ax = 0 , reducing the ang. matiexcan be solved byA ö

But since soltion was unigne, there's no free
variable, the reduced row echelon form must lock like:

ö = In o
But then of we take A and put it in redueed row echelon form,
the § cdumer diedent do eughing, so we des get In.
If PRÉFIA) = In, ther En...• EsE,A = In

ES' EN... Es E,A = EN' In
... s ErE-'. ..EJ'EN .- ELE. A = E"'E="'... EN' InA= EiEr' EN'

So A is product of dem. matrices

Suppose
En'''

En Then:
= EM'.. ES' Ei ELE. .- EM

EM"'.. ES' E:'A = In
SO A'' = En'"'.. ES Ei

e «

Prost
(a) ads

b) »cc)

(c) a(d)

(d)=) (e)

10.0
ob:

(e) = (a) A= E, Ez...
..ES'ETA



# Gauss -Jordan Elimination

Let Anon
Then stick it with an In

A In
Mann LA: In] = M/emmenje..en]
= Mc. - Men: Me. Men = IMA : MIn]

There we go

Lemma:

* 20

So wecan


